Harvard Is First, MIT Takes Fifth In Debate Contest

MIT's debating team placed 60th out of twenty-four participating colleges at the 30th annual debate tournament held February 15 and 16 at the Institute. The debate topic was whether the United States should adopt a policy of free trade. A debate luncheon held before the tournament, Professor Paul A. Samuelson, head of the Economics Department, led a discussion on this topic.

The topic of the debate was: Resolved That the United States Should Adopt a Policy of Free Trade.

The debate took place on Monday, February 15, and Tuesday, February 16, at the Institute. The MIT team consisted of: Kevin Freeman '56, Robert Evans '54, Virgil Brown '57, and Lowell Wilson '56.

Institute Committee has turned to $800 Grant for Station WMIT

The Institute Committee has turned to the students for financial help for the WMIT grant, which is being used to support the radio station. The grant is available to support the station with $800 to station, WMIT to be used for the annual debate contest held February 15 and 16 at the Institute. The debate topic was whether the United States should adopt a policy of free trade. A debate luncheon held before the tournament, Professor Paul A. Samuelson, head of the Economics Department, led a discussion on this topic.
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The Tech extends its congratulations to Edwin H. Kelley '55 on his election to the office of President of the Undergraduate Association. We wish him success, and pledge him our every assistance in his new position.

And a Few Suggestions

In the course of the recent campaign, the candidates brought out several issues that will be of interest in the coming year, and offered some very constructive suggestions on a few of them. Now that the elections are over, it is possible to look back on these campaign statements and find the best of them.

One of the most delicate of all problems is that of discrimination. As has been discovered only too often in the Southern states, it is impossible to legislate human emotions. However, in a school such as M.I.T., where not only every region of the country, but every region of the world is represented, there is no place for discrimination. At present, most of the fraternities that have discriminatory clauses are trying to persuade their national organizations to do away with the sections. It has been suggested, however, that the houses either get rid of the clause or leave the campus. In many cases this would mean resigning from the national organization, an action which some of the poorer houses simply cannot afford to take. Rather than issuing an ultimatum on this matter, therefore, it would seem better to try to eliminate the discriminatory clauses by 'gentle forcefulness', with a limit of, say, five years before more drastic action is taken.

Another problem that has been called to the attention of most students in the last year is that of Field Day and freshman-sophomore hazing. With regard to Field Day, the strategy of the last two years makes it evident that the glove fight rules must be better defined. Other than this one change, there is little wrong more hazing. With regard to Field Day, the strategy of the last two years makes it evident that the glove fight rules must be better defined. Other than this one change, there is little wrong.

To The Editor of The Tech:

On behalf of the Secretariat, I would like to take this opportunity to thank The Tech for its excellent coverage of the past Undergraduate Association Presidential election. Your coverage had a great effect on the exceptionally large voting turnout and did more to acquaint the student body with the candidates and the election procedures than anything ever done before.

Many thanks for a splendid job, and I hope you will continue this election practice in the future.

W. Chandler Stivers Jr. '56
Chairman, Elections Division
Secretariat
February 24, 1954

NOTICE

"The University and the Community," an address given by Dr. Kilham at the Inauguration of the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences of Brown University on January 14, will be broadcast by WBNH at 7:10 p.m. on Friday, March 12, 1954.

"We Saw It Happen," a film produced by the Pratt and Whitney Company to commemorate the 50th anniversary of powered flight, will be shown in 18-250 on Tuesday, March 2 from 6:00 p.m. to 6:15 p.m. The film, which is being sponsored by the Aeronautical Engineering department, will be shown again on Wednesday, March 3, from 4:10 to 5:00 p.m.

A Campus-to-Career Case History

My First Assignment at Bell Labs

Bob Wilson works on a "familiarized" circuit, studying the electrical properties of a carrier system.

"In some ways it was hard to believe, I had received my B.E.E. at the University of Delaware in June, 1953, and a week later I was working in the world-famous Bell Laboratories.

"But I didn't have time to be awed because they put me right to work. They gave me responsibility fast."

"My group was working on the experimental application of transistor-electronic systems. My assignment was the electrical design of a variometer for the commutating relay. I have had to rely on my ingenuity as much as on the college courses I had taken. Perhaps that's one reason for the great new discoveries continually turned out by the Labs."

"Now, I'm in the Communication Development Training Program, continuing my technical education and learning what all the Laboratories do and how their work is integrated."

A CAMPUS-TO-CAREER CASE HISTORY

Bell Telephone System
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15th Annual Miami Triad Dance Held By Fraternities Last Week

Two happy couples at the Hotel Stater.

"In some ways it was hard to believe, I had received my B.E.E. at the University of Delaware in June, 1953, and a week later I was working in the world-famous Bell Laboratories."

"But I didn't have time to be awed because they put me right to work. They gave me responsibility fast."

"My group was working on the experimental application of transistor-electronic systems. My assignment was the electrical design of a variometer for the commutating relay. I have had to rely on my ingenuity as much as on the college courses I had taken. Perhaps that's one reason for the great new discoveries continually turned out by the Labs."

"Now, I'm in the Communication Development Training Program, continuing my technical education and learning what all the Laboratories do and how their work is integrated."

"In a year I'll be back working with the group with which I started."

Assuming responsibility fast is a common experience among the engineering, physical science, arts and social science, and business administration graduates who join the Bell System. Bob Wilson went with Bell Laboratories. There also are job opportunities with the operating telephone companies, Western Electric and Sandia Corporation.
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March 4th and 5th

When you know your beer
IT'S BOUND TO BE BUD

Enjoy
Budweiser

When you know your beer
IT'S BOUND TO BE BUD

Today

Budweiser

Miss Cindy Lord, popular singer who will appear at the Military Ball.

Theatre

Gilbert and Sullivan—Trial by Jury and H.M.S. Pinafore will be presented to night and tomorrow night by the Gilbert and Sullivan Society of the First Congregational Church of Cambridge. Your Harvard Square area tonight, you might drop by.

A M I N D B U I L D I N G
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after hours

John 3:16, Christus, '57

DANCES

Friday, February 26

M.I.T.-The annual Spring Auction Dance will be held from 6:00 to 12:00. Harvard Orchestra will provide the music and the charge is 75c. Come around and meet some engineers of Bell Aircraft's electronics and servomechanisms departments.

INTERNATIONAL ORCHESTRA-This will be the date of a student in the Ad-:

M.S. M.I.T.-Bring your ball and chair to the

M.I.T.-The class of '57 is sponsoring a Spring Acquaintance Dance at Harvard Hall tonight. General admission. There will probably be a dance from 8:00 to 12:00. Harvard Orchestra.

HARVARD - Tonight at the Harvard Union Band, dancing from 8:00 to 12:00 p.m. Free admission. There will probably be a dance from 8:00 to 12:00. Harvard Orchestra.

NEW COLLEGE OF THE SACRED HEART—All college are invited to attend the New College of the Sacred Heart's Annual Spring Dance at Harvard Club tonight from 8:00 to 11:00 p.m.

ENTERTAINMENT

TOTEM POLE—A wonderful Polynesian show will be presented to the students by the Totem Pole Dance Troupe from Hawaii tonight at 8:30 p.m. at the Harvard Union Band.

BOSTON YWCA—Art Bridge's nine piece orchestra will play at the Boston YWCA tonight from 8:00 to 12:00 p.m. Free admission.

BOSTON SYMPHONY—The Boston Symphony Orchestra under the baton of Erich Leinsdorf will present the first of a series of concerts this week at Symphony Hall.

Garden Street.

THEATRE

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION—Mr. Hamel will present a play called "The Outsider" written by Booth Tarkington, Jr.

WANTED

BRAIN SURGEONS

FOR GUIDED MISSILES

Fundamentally, guided missiles are planes without pilots or "pilotless" aircraft. To enable the missile to fulfill its mission, a subsystem is needed for the human element. Our "brain surgeons..." scientists and engineers of Bell Aircraft's electronics and servomechanisms departments... supply this substitute. Complex electronics systems and brains of a missile. Servomech-

Contact your Placement Director to arrange for an appointment on...
Rudzinski, Team Take 'B' Crowns With Upset Wins

The Teck's varsity squash squad, paced by Paul Rudzinski '54, swept top-seeded Harvard and Yale to win the class B state championship. Trailing by a 10-6 count in the final game, Rudzinski rallied to win the class B championship with a 4-1 win over the Tech varsity. The Teck also claimed the state B team title. Trailing by a 10-6 count in the final game, Rudzinski rallied to take the lead and win the class B title.

The Teck varsity squash standout, Paul Rudzinski '54, provided the four all-important wins. The team comprised the following players: Paul Rudzinski '54, Hugh Harriman '54, and John Maelvas '54. The quartet was victorious in all four matches, including a decisive win over the Harvard team.

St. George's Wins, Beats freshmen in Swimming Meet

The freshman swimmers will put their seasonal record of four victories against three losses squarely on the line tomorrow afternoon when they play host to the frosh of Boston U. and Tufts in a big three-way meet. The first race will begin at 2:30 in the Alumni Pool.

The class of '57's most recent engagement was this past Wednesday when they were thumped by St. George's, 47-0, in the home pool. The frosh displayed far from their best performance, and will have to be in much better form if they are to pick up winning points in tomorrow's duel. Especially in the three freestyle races and in the backstroke were the Teckmen looking in strength as they failed to pick up either first or second place in these events.

M.I.T. tied up the meet in the second race when Chuck Malvett and Honey Cottier finished one-two in the 100 breast stroke trials after St. George's had accomplished a similar feat in the opening 50 yard freestyle event. But after that the visitors won no time in dunking the Frosh as they chalked up 84 points to Teck's 74 in the next three events. This gave them a staggering 26-1 lead going into the diving; and they put the finishing on the pudding in the battle of the spring-board when Bill Scott's fancy dives gave them enough points to clinch the meet.

Couch Roy Merritt looks for his charges to show improvement over Wednesday's meet and to give a good showing in tomorrow's important dual against B. U. and Tufts. The statistics:

Kicked in the Face by a Bootee

Once there was a Sophomore who had a Stash. He also had a GAT. A Controversy would arise, both to make history under the Registrar's Handbook of Emotions. Small world.

The senior told his sophomore friend how the recluse got married, in due process, she produced an Obituary, St. George's, Interscholastics, our Reckless out on a Limb, and wrote her a Letter of Congratula-
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Tech Cagers Bow To Mass. U., 64-47
Snapping Winning Streak At Five Games
After Toppling Wesleyan By 68-61

After deeming a favored Wesleyan five, 68-41, on Saturday night for its fifth win in a row, M.I.T.'s basketball team lovers before the University of Massachusetts, 64-47, on Tuesday. When asked the reason for his teams Hallee, in the brief time he played Massachusetts, 64-47, on Tuesday. When Jack "Tiger" Britt netted 7. Larry points in that period as compared to Tech ahead to Weslyan took. It was a close, exciting * fs tp three or four shots for every one U 8 MASS. Ford Weber '55, Allen "Dutch" Schultz Britt, Ig ........................ 2
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**Tech Cagers Win Top Northeastern For Two In Row**

The Tech track team swept their second straight victory of the season over a stubborn Northeastern squad at Briggs Field last Saturday. The overall strength of the team, to evi- dent against Bostonians, again enabled Tech to pile up a large margin of points to win by a score of 64-41. Warren Lattof '55 started the vic- tory parade by winning the high hurdles. Tech followed this up by sweeping the fifty yard dash, which was run by Bill Young, '54, who also won the 200, and barely missing a record time for the event. Capt. Karl Williams '54 finished as easy second behind teammate Kiss in the 600. Tech also swept the pole vault.

**Tracksters Win Top Straight Eastern Crown**

The M.I.T. varsity weightlifting team gave a repeat of last year's performance by taking first place in the Eastern Intercollegiate weightlifting championships, for the second straight year. The team was made up of 19-17. Individual winners were Arthur Butz '56, Tim Alexander '56, and Ralph Wanger '54.

Arthur Butz, one of the nation's top weightlifters, gave an exhibition of his best improvising performer. Butz's total of 780 pounds, which was 140 pounds higher than the score of his closest competitor, was the record of C.N.Y. Art lift in the 165 pound class.

Wanger's total of 132 pounds marked a tremendous cli- max to his steady improvement over the last year.

The most exciting event of the day was supplied when Tom Alexander just signed out teammates George Gans and Richvol '54. A score 10-pounds separated the contenders.

In wrestling, Tech bested representatives from C.N.Y., N.Y., Peabody, and the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.

**Supe...**

**The Crusaders countered five minutes...**

**The Tech track team swept...**
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mock was that resulting from the echoes in a "concert hall" for better suited to the talents of Professor Mueller than to those of Mr. Levy. The final movements, adagio and largo, of the sonata were things of sheer beauty, born of years of performance, and executed with a perfect balance and understanding. Although Mr. Levy is not a young man, not one could be found lacking in spirit and force.

After Hours
(Continued from page 1)
In the Garden Street and one of the Conference, a very excellent play produced by an American member of the International Student Association, will be presented at 8:30 by the Light Drama Group. Friday, February 26, Dinner at Eight—Students of Emerson College will present the play at night. Monday, February 22, and Wednesday, February 24, and Thursday, February 25, at 8:30. Emcson Theatre.

Fascinating echoes in a "concert hall"

THEME ISRAEL
60 Commonwealth Ave.
at Kenmore Square
Friday, February 26—8:15 P.M.
COLLEGE NIGHT FOR GREATER BOSTON STUDENTS
Rabbi Roland B. Gittelsohn will speak on
WHAT SHOULD WE EXPECT OF A COLLEGE GRADUATE?
ALL ARE WELCOME

RESTRING WITH
ASHAWAY
ABRaded, SHORT, STRING

STANDS OUT
in play
Hard Cut
Better Cut and Spin

STANDS UP
in your racket
Moisture Immune
Lasting Durability

COSTS LESS
Simper
Always, moisture control
In-Size-Fine...$4.95
In-Size-Bri...$5.00
At tennis shops and sporting goods stores.

America's Most Popular
2-Way Cigarette

Smoke America's Most Popular
2-Way Cigarette

CHESTERFIELD
BEST FOR YOU

As we like it

One of the rare treats of the school year is last Sunday as the M.I.T. Humanities Series presented the noted concert pianist Ernst Levy.

An audience which nearly filled Huntington Hall compensated for a lack of social life stirring reception for the artist who provided what surely anybody the finest musical event of the year at M.I.T.

At the start of the program it was evident Mr. Levy was faced with a dual task—that of trying to perform Beethoven's difficult, Romanticke sonata, and at the same time, adjusting himself to what was close to being the worst possible conditions in which to give a recital.

Aside from some unpleasant sounds from the "off stage" lecture preparation room, and an occasional banging of the rear entrance door, the only 

"Today's Chesterfield is the Best Cigarette Ever Made!"

"Chesterfield for Me!"
Michael O'hara
The cigarette tested and approved by 30 years of scientific tobacco research.

"Chesterfield for Me!"
Roy Anthony
The cigarette that gives you proof of highest quality—low nicotine—the taste you want—the mildness you want.

The names of Leonard Wharton '53 and Thomas A. Marlow '56 were submitted, but other candidates may be proposed at the next meeting of Ins-Comm. This next meeting on March 10 will be the last for the old committee. After they elect a Federation chairman and finish the business of the meeting, the members will yield their places to the new group headed by Edith H. Reed '56.
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